Mitsubishi Ki-46
Reconnaissance
Aircraft
Type 100-2 Dinah
L&S Co Ltd
1/72 scale
Price £15 second hand

Japanese plastic kits entered the
world market in the nineteen sixties
bringing a quality to the hobby
maintained to this day many of
those company names remain with
us being ever popular with the
modeller, One such company and
not one of the largest compared
to others was L&S who dedicated their production to Japanese military aircraft from the
second world war all to 1/72nd scale. It was during these early years that a young sixteen
year old boy entered the company to learn the art of tool making thinking he was going into
a hot bed of modelling enthusiasts like himself.
Alas he was to be disappointed to find that the staff were only interested in the engineering
side and not the end product and over the following years this young man followed many
other avenues of employment, Eventually in more recent years he decided to start his own
production company to make kits that would appeal to modellers like himself; that company
we know today as Fine Moulds.
But what of the kits made by L&S, said by some to be not true 1/72nd scale but having
made many mostly their three versions of the Dinah over the years I have yet to find any
major differences that makes them out of place with other kits of the same aircraft. Lifting
the box lid reminds one of the standards of Japanese kit production even in those early years
giving them the edge over many other manufactures both here in Europe and the United
States.
The decal sheet to me looked a little on the bright side in relation to the yellow ID markings
and the national markings known as the Hinomaru but I have to accept this may be nit
picking as modellers have debated colour and shade for as long as Humbrol have dispensed

paint into tins and I tend to come to terms with “if it looks right it is right”. Constructing and
completing the kit like all others in the L & S catalogue was a straight forward enjoyable
build and amazingly given the age of the kit no filler was required; only a small amount of
sanding and polishing out join lines on the underside of the fuselage.
Unlike kits today that come
as a complete package of
instructions and detailed
painting guides this was
not the case with many of
the kit product of earlier
years leaving the modeller
to embark on the trail of
research and in doing so
establishing household
librarys as computers and the
vast array of modelling books
and magazines were yet to
come. Completing the model
came down to studying the
box art and referring to the Don Thorpe book on Japanese Army camouflage and markings
known to many modellers as the bible of Japanese world war two camouflage.
The three colour scheme portrayed was typical of aircraft deployed to China and Manchuria
throughout the war and matching my Tamiya paints as close as possible gave me a model
that looked the part in respects.
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